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Mysterious figurine from Ecuador.

Photo by Herbert Eisengruber
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Map of Nova Scotia. Source
Wikipedia;Author: Zamonin



Top: Satellite Image of Oak Island; Source Google Earth, Copyright CNES/Airbus,
MaxcarTechnologies, Province of Nova Scotia
Right: Map of Location of Oak Island, within the Province of Nova Scotia, Unkown
Source
Bottom: Closer view of the Oak Island "Money Pit" treasure search area. Image
1931. SourceWikipedia. Unknown Photographer



Photo 5: Cover of the Book "The Manna Machine" by Rodney Dale and
George Sassoon.The cover shows the reconstructed Manna Machine and the
approximate look of the device.

Artists impression of the Ark of the Covenant.Two high priest pray in front of
the Ark which might have contained a technical artifact. Note the specific
clothes the priests had to wear in proximity of the artifact. Painting by James
Tissot.



Top: Panorama of theTemple Mount in Jerusalem.The Area is quite extensive.Today, the area is mainly empty.The biggest buildings are the Dome of the Rock
(with the golden roof) and to the left the Al-Aqsa Mosque. Photo Copyright Herbert Eisengruber.

A view to the Dome of the Rock on top of theTemple Mount. Non-Muslim visitors have only limited access to the area
st certain times of the day due to political reasons.According to tradition, the Dome of the Rock was erected where the
ancient "Holy of Holies" in the JewishTemple was located. But due to the rock out-cropping it contains, this can't be
correct. It was built onto the site of the ancient altar were offerings took place. Photo Copyright Herbert Eisengruber



In a tunnel along theWesternWall of the temple mount, archaeologists disovered some of the biggest
building blocks of the ancient world. Did they hide a vault were the Ark of the Covenant with a radioactive
Manna Machine was kept? Photo Copyright Herbert Eisengruber.

This giant block made of a glass/concrete like substance was discovered in a glass factory North of
Jerusalem.The material it is made from has properties that protects from radioactivity. Was this giant
block made for theTemple to house the Ark of the Covenant/Manna Machine?
Photo Copyright Herbert Eisengruber.



The "Arch ofTitus" in Rome
comemorates the Roman
triumph in the war with the
Jewish people in 70AD.This
war ended with the
destruction of the second
JewishTemple. On one of the
reliefs one can see the main
Jewish temple treasures:The
Menora, theTrumpets and the
Table of Showbread.The Ark of
the Covenenant is missing.
Was it successfully hidden in a
secret vault underneath the
temple?

Photo sourceWikipedia;Top
photo by Rabax63, right photo
by Dnalor_01.





Photo 13:A more detailed look at a model of the Manna Machine as
reconstructed by Dale and Sasoon.Was this machine and/or its power
supply transported in the Ark of the Covenant? Source:Wikipedia



Photo 14:An excellent modern rendering of the Manna Machine
reconstruction by Dale/Sassoon Source:
https://jholsenback.wordpress.com/2014/02/02/the-manna-machine/



The entrance to the causeway that connects the mainland to Oak Island before
the current owners took over the Island. Over many years the island was off-
limits to the public and heavily disputed b various owners. Unfortunately, this
made serious independent research virtually impossible. Photo Copyright
Herbert Eisengruber

The exact location of the "Money Pit" - the believed treasure shaft has been
lost over the decades. Here a closeup of dig in the then favoured location in
1931. Source:Wikipedia/Archives of Nova Scotia



Before the populartiy of theTV show "The Curse of Oak Island", one of the few ways to get informed locally was "the Oak Island Days", setup by the then
owners of the Island.The above images are from one of those gatherings where recent finds have been presented, rare video footage has been shown and even
historic items like the "Oak IslandTreasure Company" certificate have been shown. Photos Copyright Herbert Eisengruber





Tiahuanaco was built by people that
came from the south, the chiloes (chilis).
- Adolph Bandelier

The extraordinaryTiahuanacota musical instrument that represents an aeronautical model –Perspective II–.
What was the original model?Who was the architect of this piece?What is its age? (Photograph by Rafael
Videla Eissmann, 2020).



Left:TheTiahuanacota aerophone – Perspective I. It is a musical instrument of the Andean tradition. Right:The same figure from another angle – Perspective II–.
It is an aeronautical model.The “ornaments” would correspond to technical elements (Photograph by Rafael Videla Eissmann, 2020).

The hole of the aerophone would correspond to the “turbine” of theTiahuanacota model (Photograph by Rafael Videla Eissmann, 2020).

Left: One of the fascinating pre-Hispanic “aircrafts” carved in gold from the Quimbaya culture belonging to the collection of the Gold Museum of the Bank of
the Republic of Colombia. Right: Reconstruction of one of the same pre-Hispanic figures.



Different perspectives of theTiahuanaco aeronautical model (Photographs by Rafael Videla Eissmann, 2020).

Left:The NASA Space Shuttle Atlantis of the United States of America whose first flight was in 1985. Right:The Buran Space Shuttle of the Soviet Union started
in 1974. Note their similarity with theTiahuanaco model and with the pre-Hispanic “aircrafts” of Colombia.



A detail of the Sun Gate of Tiahuanaco with the effigy of HuirajochaTauapácac.The anthropomorphic figure of the aerophone is related to this representation:
Geometrical face and dwarfed body (Photograph by Rafael Videla Eissmann, 2020).

The so-called “Ponce”,“El Fraile” and “Bennett” monoliths, respectively. Beyond indigenist attributions, these anthropomorphic representations are characterized
by “headdresses” or “helmets”,“glasses” or eye protectors and demarcated lips, that is, technological attributes.Tiahuanacota art preserved the effigies of the
builders of Puma Punku/Tiahuanacu, the Metropolis of theViracochas (Photograph by Rafael Videla Eissmann, 2020).

AnotherTiahuanacota musical instrument similar to the aeronautical model. Is it the memory of a remote technology?
(Photograph by Rafael Videla Eissmann, 2020).



The zoo-anthropomorphic being in the aerodynamic figure of
Tiahuanaco. Large round eyes, nose, a dwarfed body and lower
extremities are appreciated.What has been represented? Is it the
tucuquere or is it a winged man, similar to the hybrids of the Sun
Gate? (Photograph by Rafael Videla Eissmann, 2020).

A petroglyph set with an apparent rocket plane in the Autonomous
Region from Xinjiang Uygur, in China (GBTimes, June 22, 2015).





A must-see inVancouver, British Columbia, Canada is the Antropology Museum.This
collection features a variety of exhibits of indinous art of the Americas. Highly
recommended! Photo Copyright Herbert Eisengruber
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